
KBridge Kernel for Atheros radios 

v5.10-00 – May 6, 2005 

Features: 

�� All Bin files for radio types are now v 5.10. 
�� Added AES and WEP encryption for TurboCell links deployed with Atheros based radios. 
�� Added Atheros Interoperability with Hermes I/II and Intersil radios. Selecting Hybrid 

mode in Terabeam Configurator v5.10 allows Atheros based radios the ability to 
communicate with legacy TurboCell (TC). 

�� Added multi rate client support for Atheros equipped TC base stations. Hybrid base 
stations in TC 802.11G mode will transmit to TC 802.11b and TC 802.11g clients at the 
individual clients set transmit rates. This method optimizes overall throughput by 
reducing re-transmit rates when CPE-Base link quality standards are adhered. 

�� Calibration data is now permanently written to non-volatile memory on KN-
150/250/105/205 units using Atheros radios (e.g. in Marquee).This method prevents 
calibration data loss if forced reload is utilized. 

�� Improved support for Ethernet in Auto duplex mode. 
�� Utilizes Terabeam Configurator v5.10-00-041813. 

Known Issues: 

�� In Hybrid mode the base with *6200E-A shows as P-P controller in TC station entries of 
satellite. 

�� Channels 1&11 not available in TurboCell 802.11g selection. 
�� If you utilize Auto Channel Scanning the unit should be in Hybrid mode and configured 

as an ISP Base Station. The Channel and Network ID must be the same value in 
TurboCell B/G modes. 

�� FlashROM builds with software encryption option, the binary image size cannot be 
reduced to satisfy upload requirements. 

�� V 5.10 BETA testers utilizing compact Flash/ FlashROM units must load new binary 
from forced reload. 

v5.02-02 — December 06, 2004 

Features 

�� Ethernet stability and burst management improvements 
�� Improved DHCP server compatibility when NAT enabled 
�� Retransmit counter boundary check added to address "IP Freeze" issue  

Note :Some networks may still experience this issue.  Transmit bit rate should be adjusted 
at CPE Station(s) and Base, to ensure that frame retransmit rate is less than 10% to 
minimize occurrences 



�� TCP stack fixes (WARP/PAR) 
�� Repaired issue that caused default IP address (198.17.74.245) to be sent to Radius server 
�� Fixed instability of Wireless Link Test reported power and S/N ratio  

v5.02-01 — September 10, 2004 

Features 

�� Added an SNMP secuity feature that protects the transfer of data over your network. 
�� Wireless equipment manufacturers must now calibrate Atheros radio power settings 

during the manufacturing/production process. 
�� Radio firmware for Hermes II radios was updated from v1.26 to v2.26.  

Issues Fixed 

�� Corrected a packet framing issue to improve future system interoperability. 

Known Issues 

�� Version 5.02 of the TurboCell Kernel incorporates a fundamental protocol change related 
to packet framing, and is incompatible with Version 5.00 of the TurboCell Kernel. We 
recommend that you upgrade any KB20 hardware devices (Wireless Base Stations, 
Wireless Repeater Units, Wireless Clients) to Version 5.02 because future releases of the 
TurboCell Configurator will be based on this version. However, if you upgrade to Version 
5.02 from Version 5.00, you must upgrade every Version 5.00 hardware device in your 
network. It is also imperative that you upgrade any Version 5.00 satellite/client stations in 
your network before you upgrade the Version 5.00 base stations in your network. 

You also need to make sure that you are using the latest version (v5.02) of the TurboCell 
Windows Configurator with v5.02 of the TurboCell Kernel. 


